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Abstract:-  People online medium participation is increasing 

prominently. Because of this people share their thoughts in 

online so we can identify the thoughts of people in online on the 

other hand, it poses some challenges in identifying the dominant 

opinion. In this work, reviews are classified according to the 

polarity of the opinions by using several features in 

combination. Performance of several feature combinations was 

evaluated by feeding those in different Machine Learning 

algorithms (NB). Hence, the goal of the work was to evaluate 

how the performance of a classifier is affected when different 

feature combinations are used in Sentiment Analysis. We 

planned to implement Four different evaluation metrics: recall, 

precision and accuracy are used for evaluating the 

investigational results of our system. 
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I. INTRODUCTION (Heading 1) 

The automatic text content disintegrations can be used to 

recognize basic content structures from additional complex 

ones. Specifically, by and large, the portion and topic 

deteriorations are to a great extent harmonious all things 

considered each topic covers content selections happening 

contiguously in the content, thus pretty much relating to 

content fragments. This is the situation prominently for 

homogeneous, single subject articles, and for multi-theme 

articles with a successive point treatment where  

the subjects are at that point pretty much segregated from one 

another.[1] 

 

    The text classification framework illustrated in the past 

segment can be utilized as a reason for the age of text recovery 

and text traversal activities. Consider  the standard data 

recovery condition. For writings with a straightforward 

subject diagram where topics and fragments are sensibly 

consistent, the standard entry recovery frameworks that are 

intended to recover the best adjoining content pieces ought to 

give ideal recovery yield.[1] 

 

    The standard way to deal with speaking to reports as 

multidimensional vectors as contribution for AI procedures is 

to quantify the recurrence of different content components  

in respect to the complete number of such components in the 

text. We pursue that technique here too, characterizing 

highlights as different disjunctions of lexical things or 

evaluation assemble characteristic qualities as characterized in 

our appraisal scientific classifications. Crude counts are along 

these lines standardized as a detriment to the all out number of 

units of the relating type in the Text.[4] 

 

    We utilized a semi-mechanized procedure to develop a 

lexicon for appraisal attribute values significant terms. An 

incentive for every examination attribute is put away for each 

While there are positively situations where such settling is 

wrong, as in "not by any means great" where "not ought" to be 

treated as a settled unit, we locate that accepting right-settling 

is a sensible estimate until further notice.[4] 

 

An Appraisal group involves a head descriptive word with 

characterized frame of mind type, with a discretionary going 

before rundown of appraisal modifiers, each indicating a 

change of at least one appraisal characteristics of the head. For 

instance, "not incredibly splendid", has head 'splendid' and 

modifiers 'not' and 'incredibly'. We exploit run of the mill 

English word-requesting and utilize all pre-modifiers, taking 

into account mediating articles and qualifiers. This permits 

gatherings, for example, "not such great" or "genuinely an 

extremely appalling", where 'not' and 'really' adjust 'great' and 

'horrendous', separately. We treat modifiers as having settled 

degree, with the goal that changes to examination traits are 

connected inside out demonstrates the induction of the 

appraisal characteristics of "not very Happy"[4] 

 

Taking note of the differed advantages of n-grams, we built 

up a calculation that endeavors to distinguish discretionary 

length substrings that give "ideal" order. We are looked with a 

tradeoff: as substrings turn out to be longer and by and large 

progressively unfair, their recurrence diminishes, so there is 

less proof for thinking about them important. Just building a 

tree of substrings up to a cutoff length, treating each 

adequately visit substring as pertinent, yields no superior to 

88.5 percent precision on the principal test utilizing both our 

pattern and Naive Bayes. An increasingly entangled 

methodology, which looks at every hub on the tree to its 

youngsters to check whether its proof separation tradeoff is 

superior to anything  tyke, now and then outflanks n-grams. 

We tried different things with a few criteria for deciding not to 

seek after a subtree any further, including its data increase 

with respect to the total set, the contrast between the scores 

that would be given to it and its parent, and its record 

recurrence. We settled on a limit for data increase with respect 

to a hub's pare.[3] 

 

II. RELATED WORKS 

A.Collomb et al.,[8] proposed Opinion examination can 

uncover what other individuals think about an item. The 

principal utilization of estimation examination is along these 

lines giving sign and suggestion in the decision of items as per 
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the shrewdness of the group. When you pick an item, you are 

by and large pulled in to certain particular parts of the item. A 

solitary worldwide rating could be beguiling.They would then 

be able to improve the perspectives that the clients found 

unacceptable. Supposition investigation can likewise figure 

out which angles are increasingly vital for the clients. At long 

last, assumption investigation has been proposed as a segment 

of different innovations. One thought is to improve data 

mining in content examination by barring the most emotional 

segment of a record or to consequently propose web 

promotions for items that fit the watcher's assessment. 

 

W.Medhat et al.,[s5] proposed Sentiment Classification 

methods can be generally partitioned into machine learning 

technology, lexicon based methodology . The Machine 

Learning Approach (ML) applies the renowned ML 

calculations and utilizations etymological highlights. The 

Lexicon-put together Approach depends with respect to an 

assessment vocabulary, a gathering of known and precompiled 

opinion terms. It is partitioned into lexicon based 

methodology and corpus based approach which utilize 

measurable or semantic techniques to discover notion 

extremity. The crossover Approach consolidates both 

approaches and is regular with estimation vocabularies 

assuming a key job in most of strategies.The content grouping 

strategies utilizing ML approach can be generally separated 

into managed and unsupervised learning strategies. The 

managed techniques make utilization of an expansive number 

of marked preparing reports. 

        A.N. Jebaseeli et al.,[s3]Natural Language Processing 

utilizes the syntactic structure of the sentence also, as 

indicated by the language structure it discovers things, 

modifiers, action words, and so forth so to recognize 

highlights of specific item it will be most appropriate. For 

instance, "The versatile has magnificent Camera". Here as we 

are human so we can recognize Camera is the component of 

the item portable. Be that as it may, machine can't 

comprehend that camera is the element. In the event that we 

see that the camera is the thing term here. So on the off chance 

that we broke the sentence in to English language structure 

then it will be anything but difficult to prepare to machine that 

the thing term is the component of the item. The just downside 

of utilizing NLP is if runs severely if the clients audit are 

utilized linguistically off base words and as we see today’s 

expansive piece of electronic content contains terrible English 

sentences. 

. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In Proposed work, reviews are classified according to the 

polarity of the opinions by using several features in 

combination. Performance of several feature combinations 

was evaluated by feeding those in different Machine Learning 

algorithms (NB, SVM, MaxEnt ). Hence, the goal of the work 

was to evaluate how the performance of a classifier is affected 

when different feature combinations are used in Sentiment 

Analysis. We planned to implement Four different evaluation 

metrics: recall, precision, accuracy and F1 score are used for 

evaluating the investigational results of our system. 

 

A. ARCHITECTURE 

 

B. DATA PROCESSING 

In order to enhance the performance of classifiers, we 

have pre-processed the extracted data before investigate. At 

first, we tokenize the input streams into distinct words. 

Usually raw texts contain special stuffs like URLs, User 

name, Hashtag, Punctuation and additional white space, 

which doesn’t bear any sentiment. So we have eliminated all 

this unwanted stuffs. After that, we have converted all tokens 

to lowercase as well as eliminated stopwords, which also 

don’t convey any sentiment, using NLTK stopword corpus . 

After the process of data cleaning, the remaining words are 

then lemmatized by using WordNet Lemmatizer . For 

Sentiment Analysis, POS taggers have been developed to 

classify words based on their parts of speech. Moreover, we 

have tagged each lemmatized word using Penn Treebank 

Project  which provides 36 different tags. 

 

C. SENTIMENT LEXICAL RESOURCES 

Sentiment lexicon refers to a set of sentiment word senses 

which contain words like “wonderful”, “amazing”, and 

“terrible” with positive and negative scores. For the purpose of 

our research, we have used two publicly available English 

lexical resources namely, SentiWordNet and Vader Sentiment 

Lexicon . The positive and the negative words are extracted 

distinctly from the lexicons to compute the polarity of the 

words which are then used to train the classifier. 

  

Features :  For our system, we have extracted several kinds 

of features which are broadly grouped into morphological 

features, bag of words features, best informative word features 

and word N gram features. The extracted features can be 

described as the following groups: 
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Morphological features: We have used morphological 

features as a binary feature which analyzes the presence or 

absence of elongated words (such as ‘cooooool’), time and 

date expressions, exclamation marks and question marks. It 

also counts the number of elongated words, fully and partially 

capitalized tokens, ellipsis, exclamation and question marks 

etc.  

Bag of words features: In this model, the existence of 

every single token is counted as a feature for learning a 

classifier. For our system, we have extracted stopword filtered 

word as a feature from the processed data. We have also 

handled negation features by affixing a “mark_negation” 

suffix after a negation word string. 

Most informative features: In order to accelerate 

processing pace, we have extracted most informative unigram 

and most informative bigram features for our system. 

 

D. DATA MINING 

    Data mining is the process of sorting through large data 

sets to identify patterns and establish relationships to solve 

problems through data analysis. Data mining tools allow 

enterprises to predict future trends. In data mining, association 

rules are created by analyzing data for frequent if/then 

patterns, then using the support and confidence criteria to 

locate the most important relationships within the data. 

Support is how frequently the items appear in the database, 

while confidence is the number of times if/then statements are 

accurate. 

Other data mining parameters include Sequence or Path, 

Analysis, Classification, Clustering and Forecasting. Sequence 

or Path Analysis parameters look for patterns where one event 

leads to another later event. A Sequence is an ordered list of 

sets of items, and it is a common type of data structure found 

in many databases. A Classification parameter looks for new 

patterns, and might result in a change in the way the data is 

organized. Classification algorithms predict variables based on 

other factors within the database. Clustering parameters find 

and visually document groups of facts that were previously 

unknown. Clustering groups a set of objects and aggregates 

them based on how similar they are to each other. There are 

different ways a user can implement the cluster, which 

differentiate between each clustering model. Fostering 

parameters within data mining can discover patterns in data 

that can lead to reasonable predictions about the future, also 

known as predictive analysis. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

This paper addresses the task of document-level and 

sentence-level Sentiment Analysis in two different domains by 

developing a modularized polarity classification system using 

Machine Learning algorithms. Our proposed system analyses 

the microblogging messages based on several feature 

combinations schemes to determine the best combination sets 

for Sentiment Analysis. 
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